Comparing the measurement of different social networks: Peer nominations, online communication, and proximity data
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Abstract

Background: Technological progress has enabled researchers to use new unobtrusive measures of relationships between actors in social network analysis. However, research on how these unobtrusive measures of peer connections relate to traditional sociometric nominations in adolescents is scarce. Therefore, the current study compared traditional peer nominated networks with more unobtrusive measures of peer connections: Communication networks that consist of instant messages in an online social platform and proximity networks based on smartphones’ Bluetooth signals that measure peer proximity. The three social network types were compared in their coverage, stability, overlap, and the extent to which the networks exhibit the often observed sex segregation in adolescent social networks.

Method: Two samples were derived from the MyMovez project: a longitudinal sample of 444 adolescents who participated in the first three waves of the first year of the project (Y1; 51% male; \(M_{\text{age}} = 11.29, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.26\)) and a cross-sectional sample of 774 adolescents that participated in fifth wave in the third year (Y3; 48% male; \(M_{\text{age}} = 10.76, SD_{\text{age}} = 1.23\)). In the project, all participants received a research smartphone and a wrist-worn accelerometer. On the research smartphone, participants received daily questionnaires such as peer nomination questions (i.e., nominated network). In addition, the smartphone automatically scanned for other smartphones via Bluetooth signal every 15 minutes of the day (i.e., proximity network). In the Y3 sample, the research smartphone also had a social platform in which participants could send messages to each other (i.e., communication network).

Results: The results show that nominated networks provided data for the most participants compared to the other two networks, but in these networks, participants had the lowest number of connections with peers. Nominated networks showed to be more stable over time compared to proximity or communication networks. That is, more connections remained the same in nominated networks than in proximity networks over the three waves of Y1. The overlap between the three networks was rather small, indicating that the networks measured different types of connections. Nominated and communication networks were segregated by sex, whereas this was less the case in proximity networks.

Conclusion: The communication and proximity networks seem to be promising unobtrusive measures of peer connections and are less of a burden to the participant compared to a nominated network. However, given the structural differences between the networks and the number of connections per wave, the communication and proximity networks should not be used as direct substitutes for sociometric nominations, and researchers should bear in mind what type of connections they wish to assess.
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1. Background

In social network analysis, studies have traditionally relied on self-reported nominations by participants (Eagle et al., 2009; Olguín-Olguín & Pentland, 2010; Wasserman, 1994). Usually, the nomination procedure involves asking participants to select or rank peers based on one or multiple questions. For example, “Who are close friends?” (de la Haye et al., 2011) or “Who do you look up to [in your class]?” (Campbell et al., 2008). Participants are either free to nominate as many classmates as they prefer or are limited to a specified number. However, asking participants about their relationships with peers has some disadvantages.

First, a common problem is nonresponse (De Lange et al., 2004). Nonresponse can be caused by a lack of time or motivation of the participant to provide the answers. In social network analysis, nonresponse is especially problematic because each missing nomination brings about an additional gap in the social network. That is, the missing data do not only relate to the participant that nominates but also to the participant who would otherwise be nominated (De Lange et al., 2004).

Second, peer-nomination or self-reporting could lead to social desirability and recall biases (Van de Mortel, 2008). For example, participants could underreport relationships with socially undesirable peers or overestimate interactions with participants who have a strong presence in the social network or with participants they met recently (Eagle et al., 2009).

Third, participants can have different interpretations of the questioned concept (Marin & Hampton, 2007). For example, adolescents might differ in their interpretation of what a friendship is, as indicated by an often observed finding that not all friendships are reciprocated (Hartup, 1996). That is, person A would interpret person B as a friend, but person B does not nominate person A as a friend.

Technological advances have enabled researchers to measure peer relationships without relying on peer nominations. For example, existing data of relationships (e.g., social media messages; Garton et al., 1997), or unobtrusive measures of interactions (proximity based on location data; Cho et al., 2011; Li & Chen, 2009), could be used to infer relationships between participants. However, it is unknown how these new types of measures relate to the gold standard of sociometric nominations in adolescents. Therefore, the current study investigates three types of social networks: peer nominated networks, which are based on self-reported relationships by adolescents, proximity networks, which are based on connections between adolescents’ Bluetooth devices, and communication networks, which are based on connections between senders and receivers of online instant messages. The aim of this study was to describe and compare the three types of social networks in order to identify similarities and differences between the networks and to better understand the various types of interactions in adolescents’ social networks.

1.1 Communication network

A promising line of social network research has explored methods to measure peer interactions in mediated communication (Garton et al., 1997), such as phone conversations (e.g., Aiello et al., 2000; Onnela et al., 2007), e-mail (e.g., Ebel et al., 2002; Kossinets, 2006; Wen et al., 2019), or online social platforms such as Facebook (e.g., Del Vicario et al., 2017; González-Bailón et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2012) and Twitter (e.g., González-Bailón et al., 2014; Takhteyev et al., 2012). Online social networks can be established based on online connections (e.g., friends on Facebook or followers on Twitter) or online interactions (e.g., messages sent via WhatsApp). Using online communication as a measure of connections for social network analysis involves some challenges. For example, there is a substantive difference between online and offline relationships (Salathé & Jones, 2010; Subrahmanym et al., 2008), due to several features of online communication (e.g., anonymity, asynchronicity, and accessibility; Valkenburg & Peter, 2011). For example, the quality of online and offline friendships differs (Chan & Cheng, 2004), friendships on social networks does not necessarily mean that individuals meet offline (Salathé & Jones, 2010), and
the most important peers online are not necessarily the most important offline peers offline (Subrahmanyam et al., 2008).

In addition, online social networks express different network properties than offline social networks (Wilson et al., 2012). For example, online social networks are less centralized around a few influential individuals who ensure that all peers are more closely connected in a network. As a result, “small-world” properties (the principle that individuals are all linked by short chains of acquaintances) are less present in online than in offline social networks (Wilson et al., 2012).

Wilson et al. (2012) argue that online interactions (e.g., online conversations) are a more accurate representation of meaningful peer connections on social networks than online friendship status. In other words, online interactions with peers (e.g., the number of messages between peers) in a network seem more meaningful than the existence of an online connection (e.g., being a friend on Facebook).

A benefit of using interactions as ties in social networks is that they can have a value based on the number of interactions (valued ties). These weighted networks are more informative because they identify more and less active relationships. Previous research has demonstrated that adding valued ties in nominated networks does not strengthen associations with adolescent substance use (Bauman et al., 2007). However, the networks were weighted based on self-reported quality of the friendship (i.e., feeling of closeness to friend, visits to friend's home, interaction outside school, and parent involvement in the friendship) that might be affected by the previously discussed biases. On the other hand, online interactions are different in the sense that they measure the number of opportunities for contagion or exchange of information. Therefore, weighted online interactions measure different kinds of relationships compared to weighted nominated network and new research questions can be answered. For example, the frequency and content of email communications in an organizational setting can be used to expose top performers in a company that would not have been discovered based on nominated networks (Wen et al., 2019).

1.2 Proximity network

Another promising line of social network research has used spatial and temporal data to infer proximity between network actors (Salathé & Jones, 2010). These types of data produce social networks with a high resolution that systematically registers connections at a determined time interval. For example, GPS data can be used to construct location-based social networks (e.g., Cho et al., 2011; Li & Chen, 2009). Based on GPS data, researchers are able to examine whether people are in the same geographical location. In addition, Bluetooth signals can be used to measure when participants are in close proximity to another Bluetooth device. For example, a Bluetooth beacon could be placed in a fixed location (e.g., Kim et al., 2012), or participants carry around a Bluetooth device in the form of wearable sensors (e.g., Dong et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012; Polastre et al., 2005) or smartwatches (e.g., Montanari et al., 2017). A study by Salathé & Jones (2010) used wearable sensors to measure close proximity interactions in adolescents on a typical school day. The networks based on these data were high in density and showed a relatively homogenous distribution of interaction partners and interaction time. This means that some participants had very few interactions, while others had many interactions, and some of the interactions were only measured once (>20 seconds), while other interactions lasted more than 60 minutes.

In addition, Eagle et al. (2009) combined the spatial data and the Bluetooth approach by collecting cell tower information and Bluetooth signals of the research telephones of other proximate subjects. In their study, 94 university students and staff members received a research smartphone with an application, that stored location data from cell towers and other proximate subjects from Bluetooth device discovery scans at five-minute intervals. In the study, the author compared the proximity data to self-reported survey data of peer proximity. The analyses showed some overlap between the two types of data but also indicated that the two networks were distinct from
each other. More specifically, most interactions measured with the automated assessment were not reported by the participants and when proximity was reported, the length of the interaction was typically overestimated.

A similar approach has been used in the current study to unobtrusively measure peer proximity in adolescents. We developed a research application, installed on a research smartphone, that measures peer proximity based on the same design as used by Eagle et al. (2009). That is, the research smartphones of participating adolescents scanned for other devices every 15 minutes of the day (between 7:00 and 19:30) in three short bursts. For every smartphone that was detected more than once in a single scan (to control for random passing by), each connection between two participants was stored on the server.

1.3 Approach and hypotheses

Although divergent approaches have been used to measure social interactions and relationships between actors, little is known how these types of networks relate to one another and whether objective network measures could substitute self-reported nominations. Therefore, the current study aimed to compare the three types of social networks that were derived from the same adolescents (i.e., nominated, communication, and proximity) measured in the MyMovez project. The networks were compared in terms of response rates, stability, and overlap between networks. Response rates were assessed by identifying how many participants provided data for each type of network, and how many connections were established between peers. The stability was measured by looking at the ratio of connections within each network that were observed across multiple assessments. The overlap between the three networks was assessed in pairwise fashion, by examining the ratio of connections that were present in both networks compared to the connections that were only present in one of the two networks. In addition, adolescents’ social networks are known to be segregated by sex and the current study aimed to investigate to what extent the three social networks exhibit this pattern of connections.

No previous study has directly compared the response rates of participants for the different types of networks. Therefore, we based our first hypothesis on the description of participation in a previous study (De Lange et al., 2004) that indicated that nonresponse is a limitation of nominated networks. Therefore, we hypothesized that (H1a) more participants would be included in the proximity network than in the nomination network because no additional effort is required of the participants and therefore less nonresponse. In addition, we anticipated that fewer participants would be included in the communication network because not all participants would make use of the social platform. Therefore, we hypothesized that (H1b) fewer participants are included in the communication network than in the nomination network.

One of the advantages of proximity and communication networks is that they provide a continuous measure of the strength of relationships between network actors (Eagle et al., 2009; Salathé & Jones, 2010; Salathé et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013). Based on the observations of Eagle et al. (2009), more connections were measured in the proximity network than in the nominated network, we can infer that on average proximity networks produce more data points per participant than nominated networks. In addition, we expected that the proximity network captures those interactions with peers that are in proximity every day, but also those interactions with acquaintances that are only in proximity a small number of times. Therefore, (H2a) we hypothesized that more connections would be measured in the proximity network than in the nominated network. Likewise, participants are not only able to send multiple messages to peers per day (Wilson et al., 2012) but also send a sporadic message to a peer that would not be considered as someone they spend time with during the break. Therefore, (H2b) we hypothesized that more connections would be measured in the proximity network than in the nominated network.

Less is known about the differences in stability between these networks. However, there are some conceptual differences between nominated networks and the proximity network (Eagle...
et al., 2009; Salathé et al., 2010). More specifically, we expected that participants would nominate peers with which they generally would interact, irrespective of the observable interactions during a measurement period. On the other hand, in the proximity network, more opportunities for change occur compared to nominated networks. That is, the peers that are in close proximity to the participants will differ more from day to day, or week to week. Therefore, taking two samples of interactions in a measurement period will result in two more different social networks, compared to the nominated networks. Therefore, we hypothesized that (H3) stability is higher in the nominated network than the proximity network.

Lastly, we did not have any specific expectations about the overlap between the different networks. Therefore, we explored the overlap between the three types of networks, to inform us whether one type of network could be used to substitute another. In addition, this study investigated the often observed sex segregation in the networks. Previous studies have shown that adolescents’ social networks based on nominations are segregated by sex (Camarena et al., 1990; McPherson et al., 2001; Mercken et al., 2009). That is, males tend to nominate other males, and females tend to nominate other females more often. We hypothesized that (H4) the nominated network and the communication network were highly segregated by sex because it is more likely that adolescents spend time or communicate with others of the same sex. However, we expected that the proximity network would be less sex segregated because being in close proximity is a less deliberate decision than nominating or talking to peers. Therefore, connections in the proximity network are less bounded by cultural conventions or friendship preferences.

2. Methods
2.1 Participants
The study used data of the MyMovez project (Bevelander et al., 2018), which investigated adolescents’ health behaviors (i.e., nutrition, media use, and physical activity) and their social networks for three years. The first year (data collection waves 1, 2, 3) and the second year (wave 4) marked the first phase of the project in which the health behaviors of adolescents were monitored without intervening. The data of the second year could not be included due to the high attrition rate and participants who left the schools. The third year (waves 5, 6, 7) marked the second phase of the project in which four different types of interventions were tested to promote either water consumption or physical activity.

As a result of the different phases of the project, the number of included classrooms and participants in the sample varied between waves and years. In addition, the social platform was added to the research application in the third year. Therefore, the current study used two distinct samples. For both samples, we used the inclusion criterion that at least 60% of the students in each classroom had to participate in the project to obtain representative samples of the social networks within each classroom (Marks et al., 2013).

2.1.1 Y1 sample
The longitudinal Y1 sample contained the first three waves in the first year of the project. Each wave contained a week of measurement with an eight-week time interval in between assessments: February–March 2016 (W1), April–May 2016 (W2), and May–June 2016 (W3). The Y1 sample included 444 participants (51.35% male, $M_{\text{age}} = 10.49$ years, $SD_{\text{age}} = 1.25$) in 25 classes.

2.1.2 Y3 sample
The cross-sectional Y3 sample contained the data of the fifth wave of the project, which was assessed in the third year (February–March 2018). In this year, new classrooms were added to the project because this wave served as the baseline measure for the project’s interventions. The Y3
sample included 774 participants (47.16% male, $M_{\text{age}} = 10.96$ years, $SD_{\text{age}} = 1.22$) in 43 classes. Due to the set-up of the project, 10 classrooms ($n = 212$; 20.62% of all participants) were part of both the Y1 and Y3 samples. For an overview of the included social networks per sample see Table 1.

### 2.2 Procedure

Parents/legal guardians of the adolescents in the participating classrooms received information about the project and could enroll their children by providing active consent. For more details see Bevelander et al. (2018). On the first day of the project, participants received instructions on the procedure and the use of the *MyMovez Wearable Lab*: A smartphone with a tailor-made research application and a wrist-worn accelerometer. Before receiving the *Wearable Lab*, participants signed for assent to participate in the project. Subsequently, participants were instructed to wear the accelerometer at all times (the device was water resistant) and take the smartphone with them as much as possible. The smartphone was equipped with a research application by which daily questionnaires were administered (e.g., peer nomination questions). Beginning in wave 5, the app contained a social platform in which the participants could communicate with each other. The smartphone also connected to the accompanying accelerometer and other research smartphones via Bluetooth.

### 2.3 Measures

#### 2.3.1 Nominated network

Participants received a sociometric question (i.e., “With whom do you hang out during the breaks?”) at a random moment of the day during the measurement week. The app provided a list of all classmates as well as lists of students from the other participating classrooms of that school. In addition, participants could search for names in the provided search field and were required to nominate at least one peer from the same grade (self-nominations were impossible). Each nomination resulted in a connection (edge) going from the nominee (ego) to the nominated participants (alter), resulting in a directed network. In this study, nominations outside of the same classroom were excluded.

#### 2.3.2 Communication network

The communication network was derived from the *Social Buzz*, the social platform that was incorporated in the *MyMovez* application in the third year. In the *Social Buzz*, participants could post messages on the message board of the classroom or send private messages to classmates. The latter type of message was used to create the communication network. For every message that a participant (ego) sent to a classmate (alter), the communication network would assign an edge from the sender to the receiver, again resulting in a directed network. Because multiple messages between participants could be sent during one measurement period, the communication networks...
could consist of multiple edges between participants. The first and last days of the measurement were excluded because on these days the smartphones were handed out by the researchers or the participants had to hand in the materials. Participants sent between 1 and 221 messages per day ($M = 16.53, \ SD = 28.99$). Similar to the nomination network, only edges within the same classroom were included.

### 2.3.3 Proximity network

The smartphones scanned for other research smartphones every 15 minutes between 7:00 AM and 7:30 PM, except school hours (when the participants were forced to be in close proximity). One scan existed of three bursts. For every time that two smartphones were within Bluetooth range (approximately 10 meters or 32 feet) for two or more bursts, the proximity network would assign a connection (edge) between the two participants. The edge was assigned from the smartphone of the participant (ego) to the peer (alter). There was a small difference between the timestamps of the research smartphones. Therefore, some scans were registered as within the measurement time on one device, but measured as outside of the measurement time on another device. As a result, not all edges were reciprocal by default. In fact, 92% of all edges in Y1 and 100% of all edges in Y3 were reciprocal. Again, multiple edges per day could be assigned between two participants, and the first and last days of the measurement were excluded, and only nominations within the same classroom were included. As can be seen in Figure 1, most of the edges were accumulated before and after school hours and during the breaks (around 10:00 and 12:00 am).

### 2.4 Strategy of analysis

Based on the sociometric nominations, communication, and Bluetooth data, social network graphs were created by using the Igraph package (Csardi & Nepusz, 2005) in R (R Core Team, 2019). For each classroom in both samples and each type of network, a graph was created. This resulted in: 25 nominated networks for the Y1 sample and 43 nominated networks for the Y3 sample, 43 communication networks for the Y3 sample, and 25 proximity networks for the Y1 sample and 43 proximity networks for the Y3 sample. All analyses were performed on the classrooms of the Y1 and Y3 samples separately. Figure 2 shows an example of three graphs based on the three different network types for one of the classrooms.

First, response rates were evaluated by looking at the number of participants and number of edges for each of the social networks per wave. The differences between the number of included

---

**Figure 1.** The number of Bluetooth connections per 15 minutes of the day.
participants and the number of edges were tested by using mixed-effects models (Bates, 2010). In the mixed-effects models, the type of network was the independent variable and number of participants, or the number of edges, per class was the dependent variable. Random intercepts per classroom and per wave (only for the Y1 sample) were added to account for the clustering of data per wave and per class.

Next, the stability of the nominated and the proximity network over the waves in Y1 was assessed by looking at the amount of change in connections between the waves. This was examined with the Jaccard index: the number of edges that is present in both networks at the two time points (intersection), divided by the total number of edges that is present in at least one of the networks at the two time points (union; Hamers, 1989). Previous research has shown that in adolescents’ nominated social networks, between 50% and 65% (Jaccard index between 0.50 and 0.65) of the friendship connections are stable over time (Berndt, Hawkins, & Hoyle, 1986; Berndt & Hoyle, 1985), but this can vary based on multiple factors (e.g., time between measures, the number of peers that participants can nominate, or network boundaries). In addition, the Jaccard index was also used to assess the overlap between the different networks in Y1 and Y3. Again, the differences between the networks were tested by using mixed-effects models. The type of network was the independent variable, and the Jaccard index was the dependent variable. Again, random intercepts were added to the mixed model.

Lastly, we investigated sex segregation in the three networks by looking at the ratio of same-sex edges in the networks and compare this to the expected ratio of same-sex edges if all edges were random. The differences between the ratio of same-sex connections were tested by using mixed-effects models (Bates, 2010). The type of network was the independent variable, the ratio of same-sex nominations was the dependent variable, and random intercepts were added per classroom and wave.

3. Results

3.1 Coverage

The first set of analyses investigated the coverage of the three networks. More specifically, we looked at how many participants and how many connections were included in the social networks in Y1 and Y3, to determine whether the more participants are included in the proximity network than in the nomination network, and fewer participants are included in the communication network than in the nomination network.
3.1.1 Y1 sample
In total, 444 participants, in 25 classes, were included in the longitudinal Y1 sample. Of those participants, 392 (88.29%) filled out the nomination question in at least one of the three waves. For 370 participants (83.33%), proximity data were available for at least one of the waves. On average, more participants filled out the nomination question per classroom per wave ($M = 13.6, SD = 5.07$) than participants providing proximity data per classroom per wave ($M = 10.1, SD = 5.04$). A mixed-effects model with a random intercept per wave and classroom showed that this difference was statistically significant, $b = −3.47, SE = 0.45, p < 0.001$. For an overview of the coverage per wave per classroom see Appendix A.

The participants in the Y1 sample provided a total of 7,932 edges in the nominated network and 9,814 in the proximity network. Despite fewer participants providing data for the proximity network, the proximity network provided more edges (3,271, range: 1,692–4,879) than the nominated network (2,644, range: 2,505–2,742) per wave. Looking at the classroom level, a similar number of edges were observed in the nominated ($M = 106, SD = 72.5$) and proximity ($M = 128, SD = 157$) networks per wave. A mixed-effects model with a random intercept per wave and classroom showed that there was no significant difference between the number of edges in the two networks, $b = 25.09, SE = 15.21, p = 0.10$. On an individual level, this means that on average participants nominate 6.12 ($SD = 2.57$) other peers per wave and 7.50 ($SD = 7.89$) peers are detected by the smartphones per wave (participants without any edges are included).

3.1.2 Y3 sample
In the cross-sectional sample, 774 participants, in 43 classrooms, were included. Of those participants, 720 (93.02%) filled out the nomination question. For 598 participants (77.26%), proximity data were available and for 518 participants (66.93%) communication data were available. A mixed-effects model with a random intercept per classroom showed that on average, more participants filled out the nomination question per classroom ($M = 16.70, SD = 6.00$) than participants providing proximity data ($M = 13.90, SD = 6.66; b = −2.83, SE = 0.68, p < 0.001$) and communication data ($M = 12.00, SD = 6.40; b = −4.70, SE = 0.68, p < 0.001$). For an overview of the response rates per wave per classroom see Appendix B.

The participants in the Y3 sample provided fewer edges in the nominated networks (5,541) than in the proximity networks (16,068) and the communication networks (22,456). A mixed-effects model with a random intercept per classroom showed that per classroom, the participants provided a smaller number of edges in the nominated networks ($M = 129, SD = 78.5$) compared to the proximity networks ($M = 374, SD = 366$), $b = 244.81, SE = 99.02, p = 0.015$. Also, the number of edges in the nominated network was smaller than the number of edges in the communication networks ($M = 522, SD = 872$), $b = 393.37, SE = 99.02, p < 0.001$. On the individual level, this means that on average, participants nominate 6.77 ($SD = 2.63$) other peers, send 26.80 ($SD = 17.90$) peers are detected by the participants’ smartphone (again, participants without any edges are included).

In short, both samples showed that fewer participants were included in the communication and the proximity networks than the nominated networks. However, the nominated networks had the lowest number of edges and the communication networks produced the most edges. Only the difference in the number of edges between the nominated networks and the communication networks was significant. Therefore, we have found no support for the first hypotheses (H1a) that more participants are included in the proximity network than in the nomination network. We did find support for the hypothesis (H1b) that fewer participants are included in the communication network than in the nomination network. Looking at the number of edges in the different networks, we did not find support for the second hypothesis (H2a) that more connections are measured in the proximity network than in the nominated network, but did find support for the hypothesis (H2b) that more connections are measured in the proximity network than in the nominated network.
3.2 Stability
The second analysis investigated the stability of the nominated and the proximity networks over the first three waves. More specifically, we looked at the ratio of edges that were present in two consecutive waves compared to all edges in these two networks. The stability of the social networks could only be assessed in the longitudinal sample (Y1), and therefore the stability of the communication network was not assessed.

In the Y1 sample, some of the classrooms had low response rates in one of the networks in one or more waves (see Appendix A). In order to investigate the stability in representative social networks, two subsamples of the longitudinal sample were created. The first subsample included classrooms in which at least 50% of the participants provided data for both networks in waves 1 and 2. The second subsample included classrooms in which at least 50% of the participants provided data for both networks in waves 2 and 3. In both subsamples, classrooms were excluded in which fewer than eight participants provided information for one of the two types of networks. This resulted in subsamples of 16 and 7 classrooms, respectively. The two subsamples were used in the subsequent tests to examine the stability of both types of networks.

To test for the stability of the nominated and proximity networks, the Jaccard index was used to assess the degree of overlap within each network over time. Overall, more than half of the edges in the nominated network were stable from wave 1 to wave 2 (Jaccard index = 0.56) and from wave 2 to wave 3 (Jaccard index = 0.59). Around one in four edges in the proximity network was stable from wave 1 to wave 2 (Jaccard index = 0.26) and from wave 2 to wave 3 (Jaccard index = 0.28). In addition, the Jaccard indices were calculated per classroom for the two subsamples of the Y1 sample. A mixed-effects model with a random intercept per wave and classroom showed that on average, the Jaccard indices of the nominated network ($M_{W12} = 0.57; M_{W23} = 0.56$) were significantly higher than the Jaccard indices of the proximity network ($M_{W12} = 0.22; M_{W23} = 0.26$), $t(29.15) = 10.00, p < 0.001$ and $t(8.77) = 4.76, p = 0.001$. This means that in both subsamples, the stability of the nominated networks was similar to previous research (Chan & Poulin, 2007) and more stable over time than the proximity networks. In contrast, the stability of the proximity network was rather low, indicating more variability in the networks between the waves. Therefore, we found support for the third hypothesis (H3) that the nominated network would be more stable over time than the proximity network.

3.3 Overlap
The third set of analyses investigated the overlap between the three social networks. More specifically, we looked at the ratio of connections that is shared with another network compared to all connections in two networks.

3.3.1 Y1 sample
To assess the overlap between the nominated networks and the proximity networks in the Y1 sample, the Jaccard index was used to express the ratio of edges that were present in both networks. Over the three waves, a total of 2,276 edges were present in both networks, 1,670 edges were only present in the nominated networks, and 1,580 edges were only present in the proximity networks (Jaccard index = 0.41). This means that 41% of all edges were overlapping in both nominated networks and proximity networks. Also, the number of exclusive edges of the two networks was comparable, indicating that there was not one network oversampling the other. However, comparing the two networks per wave separately resulted in less overlap between the two networks. As can be seen in Table 2, the Jaccard indices per wave were considerably lower than the 0.41 (the Jaccard index when all waves are combined). Potentially, subsequent waves added more interactions that were not included in both networks in the first wave, complementing the social networks and thus increasing the overlap between the networks.
Table 2. The average number of exclusive and shared affiliated peers per wave and the total number of edges per wave for the nominated and the proximity networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Nominated only</th>
<th>Proximity only</th>
<th>Both networks</th>
<th>Jaccard index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affiliating peers per participant</td>
<td>3.98 (4.06)</td>
<td>4.08 (4.06)</td>
<td>2.92 (3.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of edges</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>1,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave 2</td>
<td>Affiliating peers per participant</td>
<td>5.03 (4.42)</td>
<td>2.80 (3.29)</td>
<td>2.36 (3.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of edges</td>
<td>1,866</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave 3</td>
<td>Affiliating peers per participant</td>
<td>6.53 (5.08)</td>
<td>1.51 (2.61)</td>
<td>1.49 (2.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of edges</td>
<td>2,187</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The mean number of affiliating peers per participant is presented, followed by the standard deviation in brackets.

Next, we looked at the number of unique edges per participant in order to investigate the extent to which the networks measure the same affiliating peers. Over the three waves, the participants had on average 6.07 (SD = 6.42) affiliating peers that were observed in both networks, 13.70 (SD = 10.40) affiliating peers that were only observed in the nominated network, and 7.55 (SD = 7.16) affiliating peers that were only observed in the proximity network. This means that per participant, only 22% of the affiliating peers were observed in both networks. Again, this indicates a low overlap between the nominated network and the proximity network. The number of affiliating peers per participant per wave is displayed in Table 2.

### 3.3.2 Y3 Sample

The same Jaccard indices were used to express the overlap between the nominated networks, the proximity networks, and the communications network in the Y3 sample. As can be seen in Table 3, the overlap between the different types of networks was comparable, ranging from 26% to 30% of the edges being present in both networks. Also, a slightly higher Jaccard index was found for the overlap between the nominated networks and the proximity networks in the Y3 sample (0.30) compared to the average Jaccard index of the Y1 sample (0.22).

What stands out is that the nominated networks and the proximity networks had a high number of unique edges. In addition, the communication networks did not add many edges to the proximity networks (11% of unique edges), which suggests that participants did not have many online conversations with individuals that they hang out with during the breaks or are in close proximity to each other during the day.

We also looked at the number of unique edges between participants. On average, 2.98 (SD = 4.17, 21.91%) unique edges per participant were observed only in the nominated network, 4.54 (SD = 4.62, 33.38%) unique edges were observed only in the proximity network, 0.38 (SD = 1.09, 2.24%) unique edges were observed only in the communication network, and 1.75 (SD = 2.75, 12.87%) unique edges were observed in all three networks. The remaining edges were observed in a combination of two of the three networks. Again, this indicates a low overlap between the nominated and the proximity networks. Also, the communication network does not add many unique edges (less than 3%) that are not included in one of the other networks.

### 3.4 Sex Segregation in the Networks

The last analysis investigated to which extent the communication and the proximity networks express a similar level of sex segregation as is often observed in adolescents’ nominated social networks.
Table 3. The number of shared and unique edges for the nomination, communication, and proximity networks in year 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nominated only</th>
<th>Communication only</th>
<th>Proximity only</th>
<th>Both networks</th>
<th>Jaccard index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,836</td>
<td>2,610</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,705</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4,209</td>
<td>2,931</td>
<td>4,976</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>4,976</td>
<td>2,164</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.1 Y1 sample

Based on the number of males and females in the classrooms, we calculated the percentage of same-sex nominations in case that the selection of peers was not segregated by sex (50.20%, $SD = 4.65$). This number served as the baseline to investigate whether participants were more likely than random chance to have a connection with a peer of the same sex. In the Y1 sample, 72.80% ($SD = 12.20$) of the connections in the nominated networks per class was between same-sex participants, which is higher than the nonsegregated chance ($t(126.08) = 7.45, p < 0.001$). In the proximity networks, only 53.70% ($SD = 18.50$) of the connections was between same-sex participants, which is not higher than expected based on nonsegregation ($t(82.04) = −1.37, p = 0.17$). Post hoc comparisons indicated that sex segregation was more prevalent in the nominated network than in the proximity network ($t(136.08) = 7.45, p < 0.001$). This indicates that the nominated network shows segregation by sex, while this is not the case in the proximity network.

### 3.4.2 Y3 sample

The same baseline percentage of same-sex nominations was calculated for the Y3 sample (50.00%, $SD = 5.46$). In this sample, 76.90% ($SD = 12.7$) of the connections in the nominated networks were between same-sex participants, which was higher than expected based on random chance ($t(57.06) = −12.74, p < 0.001$). In addition, the percentage of connections in the proximity network (56.70%, $SD = 14.50$) and the communication network ($M = 70.80, SD = 23.00$) were also higher than the baseline percentage, $t(52.20) = −2.80, p = .007$ and $t(46.71) = −5.75, p < 0.001$, respectively. This means that sex segregation was prevalent in all three networks. Post hoc comparisons indicated that the percentage of same-sex connections was higher in the nominated network than in the proximity network ($t(81.04) = 6.82, p < 0.001$) but not the communication network ($t(65.31) = 1.51, p = 0.13$). These results show that sex segregation appears in all three networks, but that the proximity network shows less sex segregation than the nominated network, supporting the last hypothesis (H4) that the nominated network and the communication network are more segregated by sex compared to the proximity network.

### 4. Discussion

The current study compared and contrasted three different types of social networks of adolescents: nomination, communication, and proximity. This comparison was made to investigate the possibility of using unobtrusive and automatic measures of social interactions, to assess relationships, which have typically been measured using peer nominations, in order to reduce the burden for participants. The three networks were compared in their response rates, stability, and overlap. In addition, the study investigated to what extent sex segregation was present in the three networks. The results generally showed that these social networks are structurally different from each other.

More specifically, this study showed that relatively fewer participants provided information for the proximity network compared to the nominated network in both the longitudinal and cross-sectional samples. One explanation is that the participants did not take the smartphone with them all the time and left it in a fixed place where they filled out the questionnaires (e.g., at home). This is supported by our observations in the classrooms when collecting the research materials at the end of each wave. Some participants did not bring the research smartphones to school and told us that their parents did not allow them to take the smartphone outside of their home. Also, we observed
a decline in the number of edges per participant in the proximity in the course of the project, while this was not the case for the nominated network. Potentially, the first time that the participants receive the smartphone (the first wave of Y1 and Y3), they did adhere to the instruction to have the phone on them at all times. However, this adherence declined as adolescents participated for a second or third time (W2 and W3 of Y1). Another explanation is that the measured weeks also included weekend days. On these days, it is likely that participants were not in proximity to peers and therefore no edges were measured in the proximity network. However, participants were able to nominate peers at the weekend. Furthermore, the communication network included the lowest number of participants while having the highest number of edges per participant. This means that if participants used the online social platform, this produced more edges than the other two networks. An explanation for this is that not all participants wanted to use the social platform because they did not like the platform or preferred another social platform. To conclude, this means that the social networks based on peer nominations included the most participants, but lacked the specific of connections per wave compared to the social networks based on online communications or Bluetooth connections.

In addition, this study showed that the nominated network was more stable over time than the proximity network. That is, more than half of the connections in the nominated network were present in two subsequent waves. Only one in four connections in the proximity network was present in two subsequent waves. This could indicate that the nominated network measures a state of a relationship, whereas proximity network measures an event within a relationship. Both types of relationships can be relevant for different types of research questions, making one type of network not more important than the other. The idea that both networks measure different types of relationships is supported by the low overlap between the networks that were observed within the waves. In pairwise comparisons of the networks, on average only one in four connections was present in both the nominated network and the proximity network.

Lastly, this study investigated sex segregation within the networks. Our findings showed that in both the longitudinal Y1 sample and the cross-sectional Y3 sample, the nominated network was segregated by sex, but that the proximity network of Y1 was not. In addition, the nominated network and the communication network showed similar levels of sex segregation. This means that adolescents are more likely to nominate, or communicate online with, others of the same sex, compared to those who they interact with during the day.

4.1 Limitations

Because of the novelty of the current study, several limitations should be discussed before drawing conclusions on the differences between the methods for collecting social network data. First, we noticed that participants did or could not always follow our instructions to have the smartphone with them at all times. In addition, no extra steps were taken to double-check whether the Bluetooth was working on all the research smartphones during data collection. As a result, fewer participants may have been included in the proximity network, especially when the adolescents participated for a second or third time (in waves 2 and 3). Therefore, not all classes could be included in the analyses of the stability of the networks over time. In this paper, we stayed close to the observed data by excluding classrooms in which less than half of the participants (and more than eight participants) provided data for all the three waves. The exclusion of some of the classrooms might have affected the results. Recent advancements in social network analysis provide possibilities to use multiple imputations of missing data in social networks (Krause et al., 2018). Future research can use imputation strategies or explore ways to increase responses in the beacon network, for example, by investigating whether wearable sensors are better suited for studying proximity in adolescents (e.g., Montanari et al., 2017). This way, participants wear the beacon at all times and more proximity data will be available per participant.
Also, the communication network was derived from the Social Buzz in the MyMovez app, which may have not been their preferred social app. Especially older adolescents already used WhatsApp or Facebook. And given that participants were informed that the Social Buzz was moderated by the researchers, the communication networks in this study might not reflect the natural occurring online communication networks outside of this study. In addition, the boundaries of the communication network and the nominated network were by design the same (i.e. the classroom). However, it is conceivable that adolescents have online communication partners that are outside of the school, or that they do not often meet face-to-face in their daily lives. Therefore, future studies should explore how the personal smartphone and social apps of participants could be used to generate social networks of adolescents, broader than the class. Likewise, network scientists could employ the same methods as used in the current study to compare social networks in different contexts, for example, organizational (Dong et al., 2012) or healthcare (Antonacci et al., 2017) settings.

Second, as a first step in determining criterion validity of the proximity network and the communication network, we looked at the segregation of connections by sex. Additional measures of network properties, other sociometric questions, or linking the social networks to behaviors can be used to provide a more extensive test of validity. By making the data publicly available, we want to offer other researchers the opportunity to further investigate the different types of networks and their properties. Also other types of research setups could be used to validate the unobtrusive measures, such as observations or lab studies. For example, researchers could observe the interactions of adolescents on the schoolyard and compare the observations to the proximity data.

Third, every connection in the proximity network was treated as a relevant connection and we set the threshold for proximity connections at one connection. So every connection between two participants was included in the analyses. We did not systematically investigate how increasing the threshold would change the network and how this would relate to the nominated network. Also, not all participants provided equal amounts of data. For some, one interaction might be valuable because it is one of only three interactions that day. Yet, if another person has 300 interactions within their classroom, that one connection is only a small fraction of the total interactions and might be less meaningful (Salathé et al., 2010). The same applies to the communication network, in which the relative frequency in which an adolescent sends a message to a peer impacts the relationship between the two adolescents (Wang et al., 2013). Future studies could further investigate (personalized) thresholds for when proximity and communication interactions are meaningful. One study is already looking into optimizing the data of the proximity network and investigating how many days of proximity data are needed to reflect a social network based on nominations (Simoski et al., 2019).

4.2 Conclusion

Altogether, the findings of this study indicate that nominated, communication, and proximity networks capture distinct types of connections between adolescents, potentially measuring different types of relationships. The nominated network is a stable network that includes relatively the most participants, but lacks the specificity of day-to-day measures and do not distinguish in the number of interactions in the relationship. Therefore, the nominated network can be described as a trait type of relationships between participants that is least likely to fluctuate over time. The communication network is very specific social network that includes many interactions per wave but includes the lowest number of participants. However, the communication network does not add many unique edges to the other networks. Therefore, the communication network can be seen as a collection of events within relationships. That is, this network could be used to supplement nominated networks by giving weights to the edges depending on the frequency of interactions or determine the relative reciprocity between two individuals (e.g., Wang et al., 2013). Lastly, the proximity network measures many interactions per wave but includes fewer participants than
the nominated network. The results indicate that the proximity network measures a type of relationship that can be described as a measure of events or occurrences. Therefore, this type of social network is more relevant when applied to relationships or behaviors that vary heavily from day-to-day. Also, the proximity network might reflect a broader range than deliberate peer interactions. Therefore, depending on the research aim, using one type of network over the other might have preference. For example, proximity networks have better fit with a topic that involves contagions, such as diseases or innovations. Nominated networks have a better fit with topics that involve social relationships, such as friendships or health behaviors (Adams, 2010).

With this in mind, the communication and proximity networks seem promising unobtrusive measures of peer interactions, with the additional benefit of multiple connections between participants within a measurement period. However, given the structural difference between the networks, the communication and proximity networks should not be used as a direct substitute for sociometric nominations. Network scientists should bear in mind what type of connections they wish to assess and use the best fitting network or combination of networks.
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